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COLD WAR CHALLENGE
Y T P O S A

With the forthcoming United Nations 1963 "International Collaboration Year" in mind, this movement has been founded in order lo
promote research into the Important question of arranging East-West Economic Collaboration as a means of thrashing world poverty
and of drastically and dramatically raising the level of international subsistence.

Benny npejiCTonnero "HHTEPHAIIHOHAJIbHOrO COTPyflHHHECTBA rOHA", 1965, opragmoBaHBufl oSmecraoM OB'E-
AUHEHHblX HAllHft, nacroxuiafl rpynilA ocHosamia unit HCcneflOBamm BOSMOVHOCTH coTpymm<TecTB8 Mexrny BOCTOKOM n 3ana-
AOM i nenuo nooemm MHPOByK) HWHETV. ' • -

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
36, BEDFORD SQUARE, W.G.I

THHBATIHIHO
CHMHPHA* vrroiA

r O V E K T V B N f t M T
T H R A S H E D

tWUflim • VCTTAHHTk
HAICBTJJA

MHfOHVIO HMUIBTV

Dear TI Thant, July 9th 1965-

The Vietnam furies are exploding at the mouth of the
-Afro-Asian River of Hlger-Zambesi-Indus-Mekong.

Today this long stream's river-basin contains 1,000
million hungry, angry Afro-Asians, who tomorrow will be
numbering 2,000 millions.

If matters concerning them could be improved at
their river's source (Niger), in the living-standard
improvement way, this would be bound to help matters at
the mouth (Mekong and

There is a Jewish saying that if you want to get rid
of evil, good must be Started first, when the evil disappears
automatically.

Applied to the EVIL of the Afro-Asian poverty enemy and
hotting-up of the cold war in Vietnam, the GOOD so urgently
needing to be started first is an improvement in the Afro-
Asian standard-of-life achieved by Anglo-Soviet collaborative
and constructive means - through an East-West hydro-electri-
fication alliance.

Such an Anglo-Soviet Alliance against the Afro-Asian ^
poverty enemy - which would be an apt event for "1965 Inter-
national Cooperation Year" - could best be started up on
the U.K. NIGER BIVEBVALLEY BEHEWAL PROJECT with its riparian
states of • Nigeria proper, Niger, Mali, Upper Volta, and
Dahomey, with its regional population of around 80 million
hungry Africans, and where in any case some £90m is being
spent at present on hydro-electrification.

A year ago, at my suggestion, the Prime Minister on his
June visit to Moscow, made such a suggestion to Mr Krushchev,
who although he evidentally dismissed the project as premature,
bracingly opined that it was "Interesting and exciting."

(over.
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In order to solve the Vietnam troubles at the mouth
of the Niger-Zambesi-Indus-Mekong, would not •$£ Soviets
be willing to consider mucking in with us Westerners
constructively and collaboratively at the Niger source?

Could not a newsttempt be made in this direction
now that the West African leaders are around, and now
that the East-West and White House-Ere ail in dialogue is
keyed up to this one-world issue?
• i •*

Yours faithfully,

ABIBA . AA DIPLOMA . MILA

J .: '.:. ,i •'(•.;. IG-IO .r

i. -I - V *, . ' ;'

. J. .i !' -" ' ••.;.!. i. s ' • : ' : "

U Thant, Esq.,
c/o The Bt.Hon. Harold Wilson, OBE.MP
The Prime.Minister,
10, Downing Street, London, S.W.I.
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Marie Bliss

430 Soutk Clay Avenue

Kirkwood, Missouri 63 122
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521 East Ik Street
New York 9 New I0rk
July 11, 1965

Hon. U Thant
Secretary General of the United Nations
UN Secretariat
New York

c

Honored Siri

We American citizens heartily endorse your proposals for
a cease fire in Vietnam and for a return to the Geneva
conference agreements. We have so written to President
Johnson*

We pr.ay that you will, continue your efforts to attain peace
in Vietnam and that you will be successful.

Very truly yours,

Mr. and Mrs. L. Miller
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233 Diamond St.
New Haven, Conn.
July 19, 1965

The Honorable U Thant "
Secretary General of The United Nations
The United Nations
New York City, New York

Dear Sir:

The situation in Vietnam has become quite distressing to me

as an American. For one thing I understand the "intellectual's

position" on Vietnam and while I sympathize with them, I cannot

totally accept their position. Of course, I cannot totally

accept the United States* policy on blind faith either.

On the one hand, the intellectuals argue that <1); The United

States is in Vietnam on an unfounded basis — that the government

that initially invited the U. S. into Vietnam is no longer pre-

sent, (2) the U.S. should not try to solve Asia's problems,

(3) the causes is a lost cause due to the fact that the resistance

to outside interference (U.S.) has a grass-roots foundation,

and (4) the Viet Cong really represent the majority of the

South Vietnamese people on the whole and are'really interested

in setting up a truely Vietnamese Government.

The United States, on the other hand, argues that we are

legally in Vietnam (for the present "government1* has invited

the United States government there) and that the United States

"truely represents and protects the true interests of the

Vietnamese people" — therefore justifying the use of U.S. troops

and military machinery there,

Whatever facts are presented to the public in print --
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there usually is some statement as to the "TRUE INTERESTS OF THE

VIETNAMESE PEOPLE," But I want to know: What are the true inter-

ests of the Vietnamese people?

I don*t want the answer to come from the Viet Cong who in-

timidate the natives (a bias on my part), the U.S. government,

or the intellectuals. I want the answer to come from the Vietnamese

people*

My suggestion then would be to poll the Vietnamese people

by a neutral and respected organization, the United Nations.

At first glance this suggestion may seem impossible but

here is my thinking on the subject:

In the New York Timeŝ  (Sunday, July 18,1965) there was an

article which described the way in which an American military

doctor entered a village to help heal the villagers. With two

Vietnamese girls who acted as interpreters and nurses (or assistants)

the doctor would stay hidden until friendly Vietnamese would

make certain that no one antagonistic to the doctor would be

in the village, if conditions were good the doctor would enter

the village.

If this is possible then the polling would be possible too.

However, in all honesty the Viet Cong who claims to"represent

the true interest of the people" would have nothing to fear froiji

the results of the poll and should allow the poll to be taken

without intimidating the villagers. (You see, if there was

intimidation on any side — for the U. S. or for the Viet Cong —

then the poll would be invalid)*

And the U.S. and South Vietnamese governments who claim to

"represent the true interests of the people" would have nothing
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to fear from the results of the poll either.

This poll should be taken in strict secrecy to protect

every participating villager. Also the question8 should be

asked verbally when a participating peasant cannot read or

write,

Questions in the poll should include such points as:

(1) Would you prefer to end U.S. presence in Vietnam

and thus submit to Viet Gong domination? Cor allow the Viet Gong

to rule you and represent you?)

(2) Would you prefer to keep the U,S, in Vietnam.

even though it might continue risking your lives (and theirs) in

the light of the desired goals (freedom from the Viet Cong, etc.)

Also the poll might include questions concerning the kind

of government that is truly desired by the particular person.

I would eliminate from the poll all these who were pointed

out as those who intimidated the villagers with the idea that

anyone who forces his way into or tries to dominate a village

by force does not really belong to the village.

Sir, I -hope in all honesty that this suggestion is not too

far-fetched or unattainable. The results, of course, would show

the world "who really represents the interests of the Vietnamese

people" and further action cay be taken in the light of that

knowledge,

The United Nations is the only organization which is large

enough and respected enough to undertake such an operation.

For to whom else can we turn for the real answers?

Respectfully,

Sita Balgobin Landis
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2100 tfargo Street,
Los Angeles 59, Calif*,
July 19, 1965

Secretary-General U Thant,
Waited Nations Headq.ua±ters,
New York City, New York.

Dear JSr. Secretary-General:

I wish to commend you most warmly for your efforts to
secure a cease-fire in Viet Nam and a meeting of the various
nations comprising the Armistice Commission in an endeavor to
work out a peaceful settlement of the conflict there.

As I am sure you are aware, there are many millions of
Americans who are not at all happy -with the present policies
of the American government in Viet Nam, and w-e all hope you
will continue your efforts to work out some sort of arrange-
ment that will look toward peace in that country.

I and many others have written to President Johnson on
various occasions, urging a cessation of the bombing raids,
and generally a more peaceful approach to the problem. Evi-
dently no attention has been paid to our protests, although
I sometimes Bonder if the lack of consideration is due to a
fear of "losing'face*11 rather than a rejection of the sug-
gestions themselves. V.

At any rate, I hope you will continue to press &r a
peaceful settlement in Viet Nam by all means that are open,
through the United Nations or through the Armistice Commission.

My prayers, and I am sure those of millions of other
Americans, go with you, .

Sine


